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Collapse of Snow Bridge
Traps Hiker At Sequoia
National Park

While the woman was "hypothermic and incoherent" when
rescued by the other hikers about 5:15 p.m. Tuesday, she
was warmed up by some members of the party while one
hiker went for help.

National Parks Traveler June 16, 2011

"Upon notification of the incident, the park helicopter (with
a medic) and a ranger (on foot) were dispatched to the
scene," the release continued. "When rangers arrived, the
woman declined evacuation or medical assistance. She was
assisted to the trailhead by a ranger."

A woman training for an ultra-marathon found herself
trapped in a creek beneath a roof of snow for about three
hours at Sequoia National Park, but survived the ordeal
thanks to some passing hikers.

Park officials note that anyone interested in visiting
Sequoia and Kings Canyon national parks should be aware
that there is still quite a bit of snow at elevations above
7,000 feet, and conditions are expected to last well into the
summer due to record snowfall this winter followed by a
very cool, wet spring.

The unidentified 52-year-old from Squaw Valley,
California, headed down the Farewell Gap Trail in the
Mineral King section of the park Tuesday, according to a
park press release.
On her way up Farewell Canyon she crossed a snow bridge
over Franklin Creek and continued on. However, on her
return the snow bridge collapsed, dropping her into the
creek, which swept her 30-40 feet downstream under the
snow, the release said.

"Rivers in the parks have not crested yet and will do so
later than in normal years. Visitors to higher elevations face
conditions more similar to late winter or early spring than
would be expected at this time of the year," they add.
"Many trails that normally open in June are still completely
covered by snow, and many creek crossings are not
passable. Park visitors interested in accessing higher
elevations are encouraged to modify their trip plans
accordingly."

After coming to a stop, "she stood up in the creek under the
snow with no access to the surface. Using her hands, she
dug through approximately 5 feet of snow and created a
small hole at the surface," the release explained. "She threw
her backpack out of the hole, where it was seen by another
party who went to examine it and found the woman under
the snow nearby."
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The article above inspired me to address a few
winter hazards. As always, PLEASE educate your
groups. YOU are the first line of defense in
prevention of accidents……Deb Robak

FROSTNIP vs. FROSTBITE
Frostnip is essentially minor frostbite. It does not
permanently damage the skin but may cause future
insensitivity to hot and cold temps. Treatment is simple,
re-warm and cover.

Frostbite is the freezing of skin and possibly the
underlying tissue.
Symptoms:
 Redness (frostnip) progressing to white patches.
 Tingling or somewhat painful area progressing to
numbness.
 A waxy or firm feeling to the affected area.
 Blisters may appear in a few hours and up to 2 days.

HYPOTHERMIA is a condition where
the body loses more heat than it can
produce. This occurs when the body
temperature falls below 95 F. I will
address the more mild form because I
KNOW you will address these symptoms
early on.

SYMPTOMS: shivering, confusion, slurred speech, lack

Treatment:

of coordination. They will progressively get worse if not
addressed early on.

Address hypothermia issues first.
Avoid the freeze, thaw, and refreeze cycle. Worst
case scenario, it is easier to walk out on a frozen
foot than a thawed one. Otherwise, do not walk
out on frostbitten feet or toes.
 Gradually warm the affected area but DO NOT rub
or massage. That will damage the tissue. Warm by
placing it in a warm spot such as your armpit. Can’t
get that toe up there, use your neighbors? Only
kidding (mostly). I was just checking to see if you
were paying attention! Feet are tricky areas
because you need to take into account that you
may not get that boot on after the foot starts to
swell.
 Donate your hand warmers but do not place
directly on the skin.
 Warm water – care must be taken with the temp so
that it is not too hot. Test it on yourself first.
Remember you must be able to keep the area
continually warm to avoid refreezing.
 Seek medical attention at your first opportunity.
Prevention:
 Pay attention to your group. You may be the first
one to notice if it is on an exposed area.
 Dress in layers. Bring extra clothing and hand
warmers.
 Wear windproof and waterproof apparel.
 Be pro-active. Address these issues early and allow
for clothing adjustments.




TREATMENT:



Find shelter from the elements.
Warm the victim by removing wet layers and
insulate with extra layers of warmth even if that
means getting close and personal with your fellow
companions.
 Give the victim warm liquids if tolerated.
 Caution: It should be noted that if a victim is
severely hypothermic, a too aggressive re-warming
of the extremities can draw blood away from the
heart and create a bigger problem.
Do not place warming agents directly on the skin.
PREVENTION: This is where you, as leaders, come in.
 Educate, educate, educate
 In a pre-trip email inform participants of weather
conditions and appropriate attire. NO COTTON.
 Stay dry: Multiple layers help in prevention. Too
many layers can overheat and cause sweating; a
recipe for hypothermia when temperatures
plummet. Allow enough breaks for clothing
adjustments.
 Stay hydrated. Have warm liquids on board.
 Pay attention to your group. Watch for signs and
address them early.
 Keep the breaks and lunch short if conditions
warrant it.
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one at a time with the lightest going first. Do not let
anyone cross alone.

FALLING THROUGH ICE
STOP & LOOK before you step.
This is where your leader
expertise and knowledge come
in. Ice less than 3” thick is dangerous. Use your pole to
test the ice. Spread out and travel in single file across
lakes. When in doubt, go around.

Advise your group to bring extra socks…always a good
idea but imperative when crossing streams. Those
plastic sleeves the newspapers are delivered in? They
can be slipped over the sock to create a barrier between
the wet boot and your dry socks.

SNOW BRIDGES are difficult to

SHELTERS Always, always carry an emergency blanket.

assess.
Think
about
the
temperature, time of day, amount
of ice in the snow, and the
dangers if it should break. Cross

Remind your participant to do so.
 Use a tree well with low branches for a shelter.
 Carry a lightweight tarp and cording.
 Have the proper supplies to make a fire.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
iTriage – “Created by two ER docs, iTriage helps you
answer the questions: ‘What medical condition could I
have?’ and ‘Where should I go for treatment?’ Save,
easily access, and share the health care information
that's most important to you.”

Smartphone Apps – New Tools for Leaders
by Nick Browne
Being CMC trip leaders, we know first-hand there is no
substitute for the knowledge we have learned in the
CMC’s skills schools, Wilderness First Aid, and ongoing
leadership training. We plan; we carry emergency
medical kits and the 10 essentials. Fortunately, CMC
accident statistics show that we rarely have to put our
knowledge to the test for serious accidents. But what if
we do? Well, there is an app for that.

Free Spreadsheet – Exactly as named; easily create 3
columns titled “Trip” “County Sheriff” and “Phone #.”
Populate the columns for your trips and you will always
have quick access to the direct phone number for the
County Sheriff your trip is located in if you need to
request Search and Rescue.

The following are several Smartphone apps to consider
as supplements to the knowledge we have gained
through CMC training.

With the exception of providing location information for
treatment, the above apps work offline and do not
require access to your carrier’s service.

GotoAID First Aid LITE – “Created for the nonprofessional responder, GotoAID's easy to follow
instructions walk the first aid provider step-by-step
through the appropriate responses for everything from
bee stings to weather related emergencies to a
complete sudden Cardiac Arrest incident. GotoAID is
also an outstanding resource for those who want to
enhance their emergency care training by providing
instructions for many types of emergency situations not
traditionally included in a basic first aid course.”

And, to answer the most frequent question trip leaders
are asked, “What mountain is that?” there is:
Peaks – Launch the app and point your phone at the
mountain. It works offline, but it is not always accurate.
The above list is not intended to represent the best
apps or a comprehensive knowledge base. The app
names may be slightly different depending on the app
store you use. Peaks is low cost, the others are no cost.
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LEADERS: You must “COMPLETE” your trip for it to be counted. For a quick review of how to schedule and complete a
trip go to: http://www.hikingdenver.net/trip-leaders/trip-leader-support/leader-website-instructions
In order to make sure your trip is recorded, you must COMPLETE your trip. Go to your Leader Page and click on the
Roster of the trip you are completing. Fill out the following:






Did anyone call you before the meeting time and let you know they weren’t going to make it? Remove these
people from the roster by pressing the Cancel button below their name.
Were there any no-shows? Check the No Show checkbox nest to their name. If they are a habitual offender
please notify DS&L.
Total Activity Hours is from the time the group left the trailhead till the point they returned.
For Trailhead Location or Activity Site simply write down the name of the trailhead if there was one.
When all of this is complete go ahead and press the Activity Report Completed button. Your trip will be given a
status of Complete and you’re done!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
provides greater convenience and efficiency for
participants. You will have about 14 days to
complete the online part. This is the first ADULT
CPR/AED Session offered by Denver Group in
several years.

* Tracie Sawade * * Cynthia Saer *
* Erin Thompson* *Roxanna Safipour*
*Dave Kraemer (transfer from Wilderness Kids) *

CPR CO-DIRECTOR NEEDED
A co-director is needed to continue offering the Red
Cross CPR/AED Class. The applicant should be Red Cross
Certified in order to be able to teach CPR Classes.
Contact: Beatriz Silveira at mbsilveira@aol.com

Red Cross CPR/AED Class
April 4 Small Group Skill
Sessions; AMC Golden
*MINIMUM: 12 Students
Online registration is open:
February 25 – March 15
M.Beatriz Silveira MD at mbsilveira@aol.com

Secretary DS&L
DS&L needs a secretary who has
administrative
skills,
including
standard knowledge of Excel & Word. Skills in
newsletter layout and editing would be a plus.

Completion of class provides a 2 year OSHA
compliant certification
Fee: $60 No refunds unless class is canceled due
to lack of minimum registration
A blended learning option of on-line, self paced
learning and in-person skill sessions on April 4th
throughout the afternoon and early evening

IT / Media DS&L
DS&L needs a person to maintain and improve the
Leader Page of the Denver Group website, along with
facilitating and distributing the monthly newsletters.
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Administrator Change for hikingdenver.net

Waterton Canyon Announcement

Sharon Kratze has turned over the responsibility for
hikingdenver.net updates and postings to Craig
Campbell at ccampbell@hikingdenver.net. Craig is a
Denver Group Council Advisory member and IT
specialist.
School Directors should contact him regarding any
postings or changes to hikingdenver.net

Groups of 25 or larger are now required to have a
permit in Waterton Canyon. For an event application, or
for more information, you can contact either:
Terri Doolittle (Terri.Doolittle@denverwater.org
303-947-0734 (office)
Lindie Brewer (Lindie.Brewer@denverwater.org
303-628-6212 (office).

THANK YOU SHARON!
Sharon was the initiator of the hikingdenver.net website
over four years ago and has improved it during this time
allowing the Denver Group to host its own website with
easily accessible information, photos and links to the
cmc.org website. We are indebted to Sharon’s bright
ideas and service.
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